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                            Just like business is changing, so is finance. Technology can help you raise the efficiency, effectiveness and added value of finance – in every financial domain.
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                            Listen to the voice of your customer and start crafting effortless customer experience with delaware digital’s uniquely realistic approach.
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Fifty delaware customers moved to SAP S/4HANA and changed for the better






                


2023 marks the 20th anniversary of delaware but is also the year in which we reached a whopping amount of fifty successful S/4MOVE projects around the globe. Various delaware entities helped fifty customers with international footprint move to SAP S/4HANA and permanently changed for the better. How do they look back on their S/4MOVE journey and how are they reaping the first benefits?
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Why predictive planning is essential in the new normal






                


The pandemic has changed the rules of the game: how businesses run, how their data and analytics work, and how to identify and react to new risks. Identification of data that is considered reliable for setting and adjusting plans is more important than ever. Certain business outcomes can no longer be predicted or applied with older forecasting methods which puts pressure on businesses to quickly adopt a more agile, data-driven approach. 
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Vision of the manufacturing future: how VR is set to transform the factory and the warehouse






                


While the concept of Virtual Reality (VR) has been prominently featured in fictional media over the years as a device for the future, it has struggled to make headway as a mainstream technology in the real world. However, the time has now come for VR to lead the next big step in computing.
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The new CFO office: 4 steps to transformation






                


As a CFO, you are busier than ever this year, assessing your organization’s liquidity, optimizing cash reserves and developing what-if scenarios to weather the impacts of the coronavirus crisis. Yet, what about the future after this crisis? Will your role and that of your team be different? We asked Kristof Stouthuysen, professor of management accounting at Vlerick Business School, during his talk at our recent Inspiration Fair in Belgium.
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Our refreshed delaware brand





        


One thing is for certain: we are a company in the midst of growth. Our organization continues to evolve and so does our brand. That is why we refreshed our brand, to drive delaware towards further internationalization and brand consistency. 
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